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Good Afternoon
In this newsletter:
- Parishes & Town Councils - still not using your own .GOV.UK domain name?
- How to transfer a .AC.UK domain to us
- Web Browsers - who is winning
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Parishes & Town Councils - still not using your own .GOV.UK domain name?
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------The use of a .GOV.UK domain independently proves the online credibility of your website and email to your
parishioners, citizens and other visitors, and is now expected. Also, the prestige and importance a .gov.uk brings to
any Parish/Town Council/Government department online is unparalleled; no other domain offers more credibility.
We have many years of experience registering and managing .gov.uk domains which means we can help with your
application for a new domain and ensure you have the best possible outcome. Find how to choose a new .gov.uk
domain here:
http://govhost.uk/choosing_domain_names/
Raise the profile and status of your Parish, Town Council, or Government department today with a new .GOV.UK
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domain name!
If you would like more details on registering a new .gov.uk domain name please contact us:
https://seiretto.co.uk/contactus/
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------How to transfer a .AC.UK domain to us
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Requirement: transfer a .ac.uk domain name with NO downtime. This means you need to ensure all services keep
working. The is no reason why there should be any downtime during a domain transfer, all services should continue
to operate as normal.
Transfer to us and we show you how and help ensure there is no downtime. We provide all the necessary
information to ensure your DNS and/or hosting and email are setup before transferring so all
websites/emails/databases stay live.
Also, we make it easy for you as we provide ALL you will require to move your domain, from the initial account setup
to the documentation required by JISC to confirm the transfer to us.
If you need further details or have a question contact us now:
https://seiretto.co.uk/contactus/
For more on transferring your .AC.UK DOMAIN to us read:
http://www.seiretto.com/domains/how-to-transfer-.ac.uk-domain-names.php
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Web Browsers - who is winning
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Interestingly Microsoft had a strong hold of the browser market a decade ago, but now it seems it is losing:
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Interestingly Microsoft had a strong hold of the browser market a decade ago, but now it seems it is losing:
https://www.theregister.co.uk/2017/04/26/internet_explorers_slide_into_irrelevance/
This change in usage does not mean you can neglect to test your websites in IE as it will continue to hold on due to
apps that require the user to be using IE. Annoying as this is, there are still users which prefer different browsers for
all sorts of reasons. The comments here from some surfers about which browser they use and why makes for
interesting reading:
https://forums.theregister.co.uk/forum/1/2017/04/26/internet_explorers_slide_into_irrelevance/
Cross-browser-testing when developing a new website, or updating your existing design, is still a necessity and it
seems it will continue to be so for some time.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Thank you for reading, please let us know if you have any queries or questions? Just reply now....
Missed a newsletter? Copies of most of them are online here:
http://www.seiretto.com/newsletters/
Seiretto Sales.
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